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Despite the volatility of the global markets, U.S.
Commercial Real Estate and specifically, the Industrial
Real Estate Sector closed out another banner year.
The gains in 2016 can largely be attributed to the
continued increase of property values and the world
view of the U.S. has a safe haven for many international
investors.
Banks tighten lending standards and offer shorter
interest-only periods and lower LTC ratios on
construction debt as lenders prepare for a rising interest
rate climate
LIBOR rates climb to highest point in 7 years as a result
of regulatory changes to U.S. Money Market Funds that
went into effect in October 2016





Uncertainty on the legislative outlook on banking and
infrastructure regulations has led to uncertainty in the
marketplace
In addition to the uptick in LIBOR, 10-year treasury rates
have increased steadily over the 2nd half of 2016,
putting pressure on lenders:
◦ In Dec, the 10-year treasury hit a 2016 high of 2.60%, up
100+bps from a June low of 1.46%
◦ Upward movement on rates puts pressure on the large volume of
upcoming CMBS refinancings
◦ Projects that may have refinanced with ease earlier last year, may
find themselves looking for new lenders or in need of mezzanine
debt or an injection of equity to meet new financing requirements







Continued growth in the e-commerce sector generated
strong demand for industrial space, combined with
moderate levels of new supply, created the tightest
market for tenants since the first internet boom of the
early 2000s
Large brick and mortar retailers announce numerous
store closings and shift to growing e-commerce
business
3PLs, Consumer Products, F&B, and Online Sellers are
scooping up newly constructed bulk warehouses as fast
as they are developed.

San Bernardino / Redlands
Rent: $0.37/sf - $0.39/sf
Land: $15 - $20/sf
Sale: $100 - $115/sf

San Gabriel Valley
Rent: $0.65/sf - $0.70/sf
Land: $32 - $40/sf
Sale: $150 - $180/sf

Ontario/ Fontana / Chino
Rent: $0.42/sf - $0.50/sf
Land: $20 - $25/sf
Sale: $115 - $125/sf

Beaumont
Rent: $0.30/sf - $0.32sf
Land: $8 - $10/sf
Sale: $55 - $70/sf

Central / Commerce
Rent: $0.67/sf - $0.70/sf
Land: $45 - $50 /sf
Sale: $160 - $170/sf

Mid Counties
Rent: $0.67/sf - $0.69/sf
Land: $50 - $55/sf
Sale: $160 - $180/sf

(±15 miles)

Riverside / Moreno Valley / Perris
Rent: $0.34/sf - $0.395/sf
Land: $11 - $15
Sale: $95 - $105/sf

South Bay
Rent: $0.72/sf - $0.75/sf
Land: $55 - $60/sf
Sale: $180 - $200/sf

North County
Rent: $0.60/sf to $0.64/sf
Land: $55 - $60/sf
Sale: $160 - $180/sf

Ports of Los Angeles
/ Long Beach
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Over the last 5 years, Kern County has experienced a
relatively modest growth:
◦ As of year-end 2015, the market consisted of approx 37.6 million
sf, with very little addition in 2016
◦ Cap Rates averaged approx 7%
◦ Land costs have increased from $3.50/sf to approx $8.00/sf
◦ Rents have averaged approx $0.35/sf
◦ Absorption continues to increase and vacancy remains limited at
4.6%
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Rising interest rates may lead to a slow down in
borrowing, particularly construction
Important for planning committees to be prepared for
zoning changes that may necessary to keep up with new
technology and changing industry demands
◦



Industry is constantly evolving from advancements in Automation,
Robotics, 3D printing

Performance at the Ports of LA/LB continues to improve,
despite a strengthening dollar
◦ Total cargo volumes through the first 11 months of 2016 stand at
8,060,246 TEUs, an increase of 7% compared to the same period
last year
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As compared to the Inland Empire, Kern County presents
an ideal opportunity to develop spec projects:
◦ Kern County still offers an attractive profit margin for developers
◦ Prospective tenants are looking for alternatives to the high rents
and sales prices of the IE



Increasing number of local office
developments by national developers

and

residential

◦ Trammell Crow – Bakersfield Commons
◦ Wonderful Real Estate - Crossroads Business Park
◦ Tejon Ranch Commerce Center


Additional developments will provide
opportunities for property managers

numerous
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Kern County communities of are well-positioned to take
advantage of the continued growth in the industrial sector
in 2017 as a result of several factors:
Access to abundant high quality labor
Below average cost of living
Access to quality infrastructure and highways
Improved port access through the introduction of the Shafter Dray
Exchange
◦ Improved rail access with the expansion of the Shafter Rail
Terminal
◦ Increasing number of local training programs to teach skills
necessary for logistics and warehouse jobs
◦ Great partnership with city officials that allows for efficient
entitlement timeline and faster delivery of developments than
most major and secondary markets
◦
◦
◦
◦

